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HOLOGRAPHY 

 

Holography Holo + Graphy; Holo (Greek word) means ‘Full’ or ‘Whole’ or ‘Complete’ & 

Graphy means ‘Recording’ or ‘Writing’. 

 

‘Whole’ or ‘Complete’: it means both Amplitude and Phase of an 3D-Object is to be recorded 

in holographic plate (Holography). 

 

Definition of Holography: The method or technique of recording the amplitude (or intensity) 

and the phase of the light waves from different parts of the 3D-object is called Holography and 

the resulting record on the holographic plat is called Hologram.  

 

In conventional photography, the camera consisting of a lens-system focuses the light reflected 

from an illuminated 3D-object on a photographic plate (or film) where a 2D-image of the object 

is formed. On developing the film/plate, the image can be seen on illumination by an ordinary 

incoherent light. The drawback of photography is that the focusing is on a particular plane, and 

others are out of focus. The details of the field nearer and further than the focus plane are thus 

not available. In photography, the photographic plate records only the intensity distribution while 

the phase distribution at the plane of the plate gets totally lost. Hence the 3D-character of the 

object, i.e., the complete field of view connot be obtained.  

 

 

Difference between Holography and Photography 

Holography and photography are two different techniques to generate images. 

 

Holography: 

It is a technique that used to generate 3D images on a holographic plate using the phenomenon of 

Interference. Here monochromatic and coherent source of light is used. The recorded plate with 

3D images is called Hologram. The image on the hologram is regenerated/ reconstructed by the 

phenomenon of Diffraction where also the monochromatic and coherent source of light is 

required. 

 

Photography: 

It is a technique that used to generate 2D images of a 3-dimensional object. In this case, light 

reflect from the object strike on the photographic film/plate and react with the chemical coating 

of the film and produces Photograph. Here incoherent/ ordinary light source is used. A lens is 

needed to focus the object on the photographic plate. For viewing 2D images, ordinary 

incoherent light is used. 
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Holography Photography 

Holography is used to generate  

3-dimensional images. 

 

Photography is used to generate  

2-dimensional images. 

Recording of both Amplitude (intensity) 

and Phase of a 3D object and Image is also 

3D. 

Recording of only amplitude (intensity 

distribution) of a 3D object and Image is 

2D 

Phenomenon used in holography is 

interference and diffraction of light. 

 

It uses reflection of light by the object to 

the photographic film. 

Source of light should be monochromatic 

and coherent. 

No special type of light source is 

needed. 

No lenses are required to generate the 

holograph/hologram. 

Lenses are required to focus on the 

object and generate the photograph. 

Holography has high information capacity. Photography has less information 

capacity than holography. 

 

Multiple images can be superimposed 

together. 

Multiple images can’t be superimposed 

together. 

 

 

Therefore, Holography is based on two common phenomenon of optics- 

i) Recording or construction by the phenomenon Interference 

ii) Reconstruction or viewing of Hologram by the phenomenon Diffraction 

 

  Interference: here two light beams will interfere. In case of holography, two light beams are 

‘Object Beam’ and ‘Reference Beam’. Object beam is the light beam coming from the Object 

of which Holography is to be recorded; and the ‘Reference Beam’ is the direct light beam 

coming from the Light source. 

 In case of Diffraction, the hologram is illuminated by the Reference beam (direct beam from 

the light source) and the diffracted light from the hologram gives you the image of the Object 

which was recorded on the Holographic plate. 

 

Holography  Recording of Interference pattern (bright, dark, bright, dark, … fringes) formed 

by the Object and Reference Beams on the Holographic/Photographic plate in a Dark Room. 

After Recording of the image/object pattern on the plate, the plate is immersed into some 

chemical solution and washed properly and then dries to get Hologram. Little bit similar to the 

technique of photography, but the recording of image process of photography and holography is 

different.  
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Ref. Book: 
Lasers by Ghatak, et al 
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Ref. Book: 
Lasers by Ghatak, et al 
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RECONSTRUCTION OF HOLOGRAM: 

 

 

 Ref. Book: 
Lasers by Ghatak, et al 
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Early Work of Holography: In-Line Holography 

(Before the Invention of Laser/ before 1960) 

 

Ref. Book: 
Lasers by Ghatak, et al 
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Off-Axis Holography 

(After the Invention of Laser/ after 1960) 
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Properties of Hologram and Few Applications 

 

Read few more applications of Holography from books. 

 

[In 1948, Dennis Gabor, first invented this technique of recording 3D-image, called 

Holography, where ordinary monochromatic light (high pressure mercury arc lamp having 

very short coherence length 10 micron) was used. For the grand success in Holography, 

scientist waits upto the invention of laser (1960), because laser has large coherence length ~ 

few meters, and laser is highly monochromatic light. 

In 1971, Dennis Gabor was awarded Nobel Prize for his invention and development of the 

holographic method] 

 

For Details study of Holography, Read the following Pages OR directly the following 

Books:  

 

Reference Books: 

1. Modern Optics, A B Gupta, (Books and Allied P Ltd) 

2. Lasers, Ghatak and Thyagarajan, (Springer) 

3. MIT OpenCourseWarehttp://ocw.mit.edu6 
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING 

(From Page-9 to Last Page) 

 

 

MIT OpenCourseWarehttp://ocw.mit.edu6 

 

 

 

 

This MIT Course will be helpful for understanding Holography, i.e., 

Interference, Diffraction and 3D-Images   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  NNaannoommaakkeerr  
Lab #2: Holography  

%RWK�LPDJHV�DUH�LQ�WKH�SXEOLF�GRPDLQ��  
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IInntteerrffeerreennccee  
DDiiffffrraaccttiioonn  
33DD IImmaaggeess  
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          LLiigghhtt BBeehhaavveess LLiikkee aa WWaavvee  

Interference(is(what(happens( 
when(two(or(more(waves(collide.( 

To(understand(interference,(let’s(zoom(in…(  

Circular(wave((top(view)( Ripples((top(view)( Ripples((side(view)(  
3



  IInntteerrffeerreennccee  

When(waves(interfere,(you(add(them(together(  

First(Wave( 

Second(Wave( 

Added(Waves( 

First(Wave( 

Second(Wave( 

Added(Waves( 

When(the(waves(are(aligned,(the(added(wave(is(bright.( 
This(is(called(�construcFve(interference�( 

When(the(waves(are(misaligned,(the(added(wave(is(dark.(  
This(is(called(�destrucFve(interference�(  
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    IInntteerrffeerreennccee FFrriinnggeess  

Dark(spot( 
Bright(spot( 
Dark(spot( 

ConstrucFve(and(destrucFve(interference(happens(when(two( 
waves(collide.((This(produces(bright(and(dark(spots.( 

AlternaFng(bright(and(dark(spots(are(called(fringes.* 
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  AAccttiivviittyy  

What happened when you add them together or move them around?  
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MMooiirréé PPaatttteerrnn  

Research has shown that the retina needs about 80 ms of seeing a new  
image before that image is registered in normal light conditions.  
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  AAccttiivviittyy  

What happened when you add them together?  
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      MMooiirréé PPaatttteerrnn  

+ =  

+ =  

+ =  

The bigger the angle, the smaller and closer together their interference fringes  
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IInntteerrffeerreennccee  
DDiiffffrraaccttiioonn  
33DD IImmaaggeess  
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  DDiiffffrraaccttiioonn  

Waves(spread(out,(or(diffract(  
when(they(pass(through(an(  
opening(or(gap.(  
(  
Small(openings(cause(waves(to(  
diffract(more,(and(the(wave(is(  
more(curved.(  
(  
Waves(don’t(diffract(as(much(  
from(big(openings.(The(wave(is(  
less(curved(  
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  DDiiffffrraaccttiioonn  

DiffracFon(paKern(from(a(slit(of(width( DiffracFon(paKern(from(a(slit(of(width( 
equal(to(one(wavelength(of(an(incident( equal(to(five*2mes*the(wavelength(of( 
plane(wave.( an(incident(plane(wave.( 

%RWK�LPDJHV�WDNHQ�IURP�2SHQ�6RXUFH�6LQJOH�6OLW�'LIIUDFWLRQ�0RGHO�E\�)X�.ZXQ�+ZDQ�UHPL[HG�E\�ORRNDQJ��  
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http://weelookang.blogspot.com/2011/10/ejs-open-source-single-slit-diffraction.html


      DDiiffffrraaccttiioonn ooff WWaavvee  

Photograph of diffracting water waves removed due to copyright restrictions.
 Refer to diffraction.jpg in Media Gallery of Rip Currents: Nearshore Fundamentals.

© source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/fairuse.
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http://apollo.lsc.vsc.edu/classes/comet/marine/ripcurrents/NSF/media_gallery.php.htm
http://ocw.mit.edu/fairuse


   

   

    

 

 

     

 

      

    

     

 

    

       

      

      

       

DDiiffffrraaccttiioonn ooff LLiigghhtt  

The(intensity(paKern(formed(on(a(

screen(by(diffracFon(from(a(single( 
from a single square aperture(

A(mercury(streetlamp( 
transmiKed(through(a(CD( 

y p g 

3KRWR�FRXUWHV\�RI�3LHWHU�.XLSHU�RQ�:LNLPHGLD�&RPPRQV�� 7KLV�LPDJH�LV�LQ�WKH�SXEOLF�GRPDLQ��  
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http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Compact-Disc-spectrum-Mercury.jpg


  
  

    

IInntteerrffeerreennccee  
DDiiffffrraaccttiioonn  
33DD IImmaaggeess  
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        WWhhaatt IIss aa HHoollooggrraamm??  

The(word(�hologram�(means(�whole(message�.(  
((from(the(Greek(words(�holos�(and(�gramma�)(  

A(regular(photograph(only(captures( 
the(brightness,(or(intensity(of(light( 
at(different(places.( 

A(hologram(captures(not(only(the( 
brightness,(but(also(the(direc2on(and( 
shape(of(the(light(waves(that(hit(it.( 

dark 

bright 

© source unknown. All rights reserved. This content is excluded from our Creative
Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/fairuse.
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http://ocw.mit.edu/fairuse


    

  
   

      

      

      

    

 
 
 
 

  

CCoonnvveennttiioonnaall PPhhoottooggrraapphhyy  

• Records(only(intensity( 
• 2Od(version(of(a(3Od(scene( 
• Photograph(lacks(depth(percepFon(or(parallax(  
• Phase(relaFon((i.e.(interference)(are(lost( 

3KRWR�FRXUWVH\�RI���]DZD�RQ�)OLFNU��  

Adopted from 6.007, Lecture 28  
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/livegym/306473531/
http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/electrical-engineering-and-computer-science/6-007-electromagnetic-energy-from-motors-to-lasers-spring-2011/index.htm


        

 

 
 

 

  

HHoollooggrraapphhiicc PPhhoottooggrraapphhyy  

•	 Freezes(the(intricate(wavefront(of(light(that(carries(all(the( 
visual(informaFon(of(the(scene(including(amplitude(and(phase( 

•	 The(view(a(hologram,(the(wavefront(is(reconstructed( 
• View(what(we(would(have(seen(if(present(at(the(original(  
scene(through(the(window(defined(by(the(hologram(  

•	 Provides(depth(percepFon(and(parallax( 

Adopted from 6.007��/HFWXUH���  
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http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/electrical-engineering-and-computer-science/6-007-electromagnetic-energy-from-motors-to-lasers-spring-2011/index.htm


    33DD IImmaaggeess  

%RWK�LPDJHV��DERYH��ULJKW�  
DUH�LQ�WKH�SXEOLF�GRPDLQ��  

3KRWR�FRXUWHV\�RI�NPDNLFH 
RQ�)OLFNU�� 

© The Walt Disney Company. All rights reserved. This content
is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more
information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/fairuse.
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Red/Blue Glasses

Filters on glasses
Combined image

Polarized images

With Polarized Light

Filters on glasses

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare.

http://ocw.mit.edu/fairuse
http://www.flickr.com/photos/8330434@N05/7374542990/


Anaglyph 3D image of "Creature from the Black Lagoon" removed due to copyright restrictions.
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WWeeeekkllyy CChhaalllleennggee::  
CCrreeaattee yyoouurr oowwnn 33DD ggllaasssseess  
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          HHooww ttoo MMaakkee aa HHoollooggrraamm??  
By(using(a(beam(spliKer(and(mirrors,(coherent(laser(light( 
illuminates(an(object(from(different(perspecFves.(Interference( 
effects(provide(the(depth(that(makes(a(threeOdimensional(image( 
from(twoOdimensional(views.( 
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Recording a Hologram

Laser

Photographics film Mirror

Mirror

Beam splitter

Mirror

Reference 
beam

Object beam

Object
Mirror

Viewing the Hologram

Reconstruction 
beam

Virtul image

Transparent
positive film

Real imageObserver

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare.



  CCoonncclluussiioonnss  

Holograms(depend(on(the(wave(behavior(of(light.(  
(  

You(make(them(using(interference.(  
You(view(them(using(diffracFon.(  

Other(3D(viewer(technology:(  
(  

Red/Blue(glasses((Anaglyph)(  
Polarized(3D(glasses(  
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